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SOME T'ENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS ON THE
BOLTZ TEST IN GENERAL PARALYSIS

OF THE INSANE.

By J. ERNEST NICOLtU, WVARRINC-TON.*

INTRODUCTION.

RESULTS froml the Boltz test hlave b)ecln published fromii timiie to tilmie (Iliriilg
the past three years, btut so far the different inivestigators have seemed singularly
at variance concerninig their conclusions. althouigh between them the total
lumller of cases of general paralysis reported upon amounts to some 220.

Earlier observations from this hospital were published bv Dr. J. P. Steel
and myself 5 in 1926, but now that the test has been used here for just over
two years the time seems to have come when som-iething a little more definite
nmight be -aid about it, especially as regards some points raised by other authors.

Most observers agree that the test is generally positive in general paralysis,
some wsouil(d even say invariably 37, 10 At the other extreme are some

who thinlk it. is positive in most fluids even apart from cerebrospinal syphilis " " .
It has been suggested'2 that the test follows the globulin reaction in its results,
aildl that it alters in company with the others after malarial therapy'. On
the other hand oine observer t says it remains positive after malaria.

NATURE OF CASES.

The observations that follow are based on a series of 346 Boltz tests
performed on 267 patients, of whom 108 wrere cases of general paralysis. Of
these 108, 56 were investigated by the Boltz test before malaria only, 21 before
and after malaria, and another 31 after mialaria onily. The technique of
he test is simple and has already been often (lescribed by others.

For comparison the geineral results of the globutlini test were obtained
from a rather larger series, viz., 672 tests on 496 cases, of which 180 were
general paralytics, 126 tests being performed after therapeutic malaria. (See
Table I.)

* From the Couiiity Meiital ffo-.pital, wil1i^iwick.
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(CONCLUS ION S ON BOLTZTE1ST IN GE('NERAL PARALYSIS

TABLE I.

l,ange an(l Globilini. Boltz's Acetic Anhvdride.
Natuire of Cases.

Cases Tests Glob. Glob. Cases Tests Boltz Boltz

Before Nfalaria.* 17) 187 182 5 77 77 72 5

Less thai of above* 44 57- 21 23 K
one year. 38 2() I 29 6

othicr; I 12
More than rof aboc* 38 68 5 6

Aft-er onieyar2) 3)2 23
Malapfteria otliers J 25 38 J

Total aftr of above* 68 125 ) 21 28
Malaria. 67 59 150 29

Jothers 1 1 U 31 51

Tl'otal for G.P.l. .. l'y) 31 249 (64 108 156 122 34

Non-G.P.. .. ....f 316 359 32 327 159 190 1 189

Grand Total .. .. .. 496 672 281 391 267 346 123 223

RESULTS.

OIn examining the tabulated resuits, two facts at once become obvious.
Firstly, the Boltz test does not always agree with tlhe globulin test ; this is
evident from the illustrative cases that have been chosen as fairly typical of
the series (Table II). Secondly, it is not positive in the majority of fluids.
In only 0 5 per cent. of non-G.P.I. fluids was it positive (one case), whereas
the corresponding figure for the globulin series was 9 per cent.

In untreated paralytics the test was foundl negative in 6-5 per cent. of
cases, but the globulin was so in only 2-75 per cent. This might perhaps be
due to the Boltz test's only appearing positive later in the development of the
disease than the globulin, especially since in several of these cases it was proved
that the test became po_itivc later evsen thouigh malaria had been induced in
the meantime. (This. might be correlatedl with the behaviour of the test in
fluids that first improved and then relapsed, as described below.) See Cases
133. 165.

Reference to Table I Nx ilI show that the test certaiinly does become negative
after malaria (See Cases 20, 53), btit sometimes remains positive throuighout
several examinations (Case 100). But mhereas the niumber of globulin tests
thus becoming negative is 47-8 per cent., only 36-7 per cent. of the Boltz follow
suit.
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OIIIGINAL PAPERtS

It is interesting to compare the relative rate of change of these two
tests, by contrasting the results obtained within one year of malaria with those
to be found more than a year after. Within one year, 34-5 per cent. of the
globulins are negative as against 14 7 per cent. negative Boltz; after one year,
however, the respective percentages are 57-4 and 52-3, showing that the Boltz
test changes more slow-ly at first but tends to catch up the globulin results
later. (See Cases 17, 57.)

TABLE II.
ILLUSTRATIVE CASES.

Before Malaria.

Lanlge. Globulin. Boltz.

I_

After Malaria.

Months
siniee Laiigre. IGlobulin.I Boltz.

Mialaria.

133 34555,43300 - - 2 23455,33200 + +

165 55555,43310 p - 2 14555,43000 + ±
8 24544,31000 -

20 55555,42222 - 19 11555,43100
25 00321,10000
42 02344,43210 -

53 55554,31000 - 3 00114,55400 +
11 01123,32100
17 01122,21000 -
33 00011,10000 -

100 55555,54310 ± p 1 55555,55543 +
6 55555,55443 - ±

16 55555,55432 - p

17 55555,54322 20 34555,43100 -
26 13345,52100 - +
40 12332,11000

57 55555,51100 - 14 00233,21100
20 00033,20000 - +
30 00011,10000

132 55555,55431 p - 10 34555,44321 - -
21 03555,54320 + -

108 55555,54330 - 2 35555,42200 -p +
6 34455,43100 - -

20 55555,54321 +

Case
Number

c'8
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CONCLUSIONS ON BOLTZ TEI'ST IN GEINERAL PARALYSIS

It is, mioreover, of interest to see how after both tests have been negative
for some time the Boltz may remain negative even though the globulin again
becomes positive. (Cases 132, 108.)

CONCLUSIONS.

Although nothing categorical can as yet be said about this test, the following
tentative conclusions may be advanced.

1. The Boltz test is not usually positive in the cerebrospinal fluid except
in presence-and almnost exclusively in presence of general paralysis.

2. The test does not always agree with the globulin test and may be
positive when the latter is negative, and vice versa.

3. A positive Boltz test is almost invariably an indicator of general
paralvsis.

4. A negative Boltz test is not a relia,ble indicator of the absence of general
paralysis, at least in the earlier stages.

5. The test tends to change after malarial treatmenit but not tas frequently
as the globulin one.

6. When the test does alter, it does so less rapidly than the globulin test.
7. When a recession of ain improved flluid occurs the Boltz test tends to

remain negative for a longer period than the globulin reaction.
I am indebted to the Medical Superintendant, Dr. F. M. Rodgers, for

permissiorn to quote hospital material.
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